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How do you be in the Now? 


How do you be in the moment?


The Torah portions of Behar and Behukotai are the last two Torah portions of Sefer Vayikra.  And 
Vayikra is the Book of Architecture, the Book of Creating a Sustainable High, the Sheled in Hebrew, 
the Structure, the Skeleton of the Building, which ultimately is what the entire beautiful building is 
layered around.  Vayikra lays down the Foundations, the Pillars.  And the conclusion of Sefer Vayikra is 
all about Shemittah and Yovel. 


And my friend and Rebbe, Rav Yehoshua, who we had the pleasure of spending time with this week, 
gave some Torahs to my daughter Revital, and he told me before he got on the plane last night that 
I’ve got to ask Revital to tell me what he told her about Behar and Behukotai, about Shemittah and 
Yovel.  So I asked Revi about it and she said what Reb Yehoshua told her but he got into very deep 
levels on the Pasukim, levels that I’ll have to ask about directly because I won’t be able to decipher it 
with out him.  But on the simplest level — or on the highest level, on the deepest level — he explained 
to Rivital that Shemittah is Shabbat for nature, and Yovel is Yom Kippur for nature.  And if you follow 
the Pasukim, if you follow the passages that are written about Shemittah, you can line them up and 
you can match them up with the Pasukim about Shabbat.  That when you follow the Pasukim about 
Yovel, you can connect them with Pasukim about Yom Kippur. Crazy. 


And the thing about Shabbat and the thing about Yom Kippur is that those are both very Now days. 
They are very much about being in The Now. 


Shabbat — we unplug from all of our creative power.  We let go of our ability to affect and influence 
nature.  We let go of everywhere we have to go, everywhere we have to be, every phone call we have 
to answer, every email I have to reply to, every contract I have to sign, every person I have to give 
back to, every deal I have to make, every exam we have to study for.  We let go of everything, and we 
just enter a state of The Now. There is no yesterday, there is no tomorrow.  It’s ‘yom sh’kulo Shabbat’. 
Every day is Shabbat on Shabbat. It was Shabbat yesterday. It’s Shabbat tomorrow.  Because right 
now, I’m in a space in between the spaces. I’m in a moment that nothing else touches…


And along comes Yom Kippur and I go even one step further.  Because even though ultimately we’re 
meant to connect Heaven and Earth, and even though there is no True separation between Heaven 
and Earth, because we’re human beings the physical is often more obvious, while the Spiritual is a 
little less obvious.  And so for one day a year not only do we leave the day-to-day behind, but we 
leave the whole world behind and we become like Angels. We literally leave our physical selves 
behind. 


On Shabbat it’s “l’hitaneg b’ta’anugim: barburim u'slav v’dagim”.  We’re meant “to delight in all kinds 
of yummy things, all kinds of meats and fish”. And Rav Soloveitchik zt”l, may his righteous memory be 



a blessing, Rav Soloveitchick says that even a good whiskey, a great aged whiskey, a fine whiskey, an 
excellent bourbon—that can be a ta’anug, that can be the oneg, the delight of Shabbat.  So on 
Shabbat we delight the body.  And this even includes married couples celebrating sexual intimacy.  We 
delight the body on Shabbat because in The Now there are no walls, there are no boundaries. And in 
fact we nourish the body, we feed the body because ultimately body and Soul are connected. 


But on Yom Kippur we leave the body behind. We don’t eat and we don’t drink. We’re not intimate. We 
don’t perfume ourselves. We don’t wear luxury clothing items. Because we’re beyond it all. We 
become Angels for a day, and we fly to the Highest Heights.  And we’re in The Now of perfect 
communion with God. Perfect communion with God…


So what does this all teach us? My wonderful friend, Esther Rivka Blady, she just said to me… so 
Esther Rivka and our awesome friend Jesse have been hanging out a lot together, as Jesse’s 
recovering from a crazy surgery to remove a brain tumor.  And thank God his surgeries were 
successful and he’s recovering beautifully.  But the nature of brain surgery is that it kind monkeys 
around a little with your rhythm, and so Jesse’s time flow is not 100 percent right now.  And so he 
might remember things that happened, but he doesn’t remember necessarily the order from what 
happened yesterday or an hour ago.  And he doesn’t experience any real concern for what’s 
happening tomorrow.  And that’s what Esther Rivka said to me. She said: “The amazing thing about 
spending time with Jesse is that it’s all Now. It’s entirely Now. It’s only Now. It is The Now.” 


That’s a powerful idea, and it’s a conversation I’ve had with a few other friends this week as well.  We 
were talking about this up on the Israeli mountain of Meron.  We took a hike, and a bunch of our 
Chevrah were sitting by a river, and we were talking about this idea: If I want tomorrow to be as high 
as it can be, or if I have a regret about something I did or didn’t do yesterday, I can’t grab the blessing 
from those other days.  It’s not mine to grab.  If it was possible to grab the blessing, I’d already have it. 


I can’t grab tomorrow because it’s not yet mine to grab. 

I can’t grab yesterday because it’s no longer mine to grab. 

But what I can do is seize each moment of this day as HaShem presents it to me, and to use it for its 
highest purpose before HaShem.  


And therefore, my only prayer is that HaShem should help me to accomplish this presence of mind 
within today.  Because I will only accomplish such focus and presentness in The Now with HaShem’s 
help. 


This is a prayer that I say every morning in my private davening, my private prayers:

I cannot grab the blessing—it is not mine to grab.  
I cannot grab tomorrow—it is not mine to grab.  
I cannot grab yesterday—it’s no longer mine to grab.  



But I can seize each moment of this day as You, HaShem, present it to me, and to use it to its 
highest purpose before You.  
Please, have mercy on me and help me to do so. For I will only achieve this with Your help.  

So here’s the big secret. To the degree that you’re distracted with the blessing your reaching for, you’re 
less in the moment. And that means that this moment will be less in terms of it’s potential because 
you’re not 100 percent invested in it. Part of you is somewhere else, thinking about the blessing you 
wish you could have… 


And to the degree that you’re less invested in the moment, the fruit of that moment will be less. And 
therefore, your opportunity to actually reach the blessing is diminished, as the moment is doing less for 
you than it could have if you were 100 percent focused on it. 


To the degree that you dream about potential tomorrows, or what you hope that tomorrow will bring, 
to the degree that you’re distracted by tomorrow as you are in this moment, this moment will be less 
— because part of you isn’t here!  And therefore, the ability for this moment to manifest the tomorrows 
that you are dreaming of is diminished.  It will take more time and more moments, because each 
moment is only partially fulfilled — because part of you is not here. 


To the degree that you’re so torn up about yesterday, and the mistakes you made or the things you 
didn’t do, or the opportunity you missed out on — and you wish you could go back and change those 
things…   But the only thing that could potentially change yesterday is what happens Now.  Everything 
that’s going to happen — anything you hope to change — is invested in this moment! 

To the degree that in this moment I’m sitting here anguishing about yesterday, this moment is so much 
less.  I’m so not with the moment… 


It’s like time is dragging me forward, and I’m literally dragging behind it like a person tied to the back 
of a car, God forbid, running to keep up but looking over my shoulder.  And the moment is living 
without me.  So how much can that moment do for me in terms of really producing what I wish it might 
produce, to address the things I left behind yesterday??


The greatest secret of every day that I wish for, in terms of blessing tomorrow and the fixing of 
yesterday, is 1 million percent dependent on the degree to which I can be in this moment 100 percent. 
It’s all about The Now. 


It’s all about The Now.


Shabbat is a gift. My amazing amazing friend and brother, Dan, he said to me last night, “What do I 
need Shabbos for? I know how to be a good person and my values are innate to me. Why do I need 
Shabbos?” 




The reason we need Shabbat is because this life is so busy and it’s so intense!  And in a 
communication age, the demands for our attention, for our hearts, for our souls, for our minds is being 
pulled at by a million points of contact and information every second of the day!  


And it becomes more and more challenging, it becomes more and more of an achievement, to be able 
to somehow create a forcefield around you.  We struggle to find a way that all of these points of 
contact and information-pings can come to us, but we can still filter them in one at a time as we need 
them!  It’s like we see in these futuristic movies where a person is standing in a room, and all the data 
is kind of swirling around them, and they can reach out and pull in whatever data they need from the 
swirl.  Like in X-Men, where Dr. Xavier goes into that globe and he’s got all that information swimming 
through him and he can pull things closer or push them away.  Or you see it in other movies where 
they have futuristic computers and they visually pull an push all the data blocks around them. 


Yet in all these futuristic movies, the space between the people and the data, the people are in control 
of it…


And that’s what we need.  Because we need to be able to be in Our Now, and invite or un-invite 
everything that bombards us — choosing only that which honors and fulfills and nurtures and 
nourishes The Now.  And Shabbat is about freeing ourselves from the tentacles, from the cuffs, from 
the shackles of those things which have taken control of us during the week. 


Shabbat is about getting free. 


And on Shemittah, we let go of the land.  Because Shabbat is about me getting free.  But Shemittah is 
about me setting the land free.  Once every seven years I don’t touch the land, I don’t farm the land, I 
let the land rest.  And Reb Yehoshua says you have to do this — we must engage in this exercise — 
because we have to know that everything has a Soul.  Nature has a Soul, too…


One of the most amazing things about being in The Now is that it’s less of a ‘pushing away from me’ 
experience, and more of a ‘pulling towards me’ experience.  What do I mean? 


So the house of HaShem in the Torah is called a ‘Mishkan’ — from the word Moshech, meaning it 
draws things in.  A good friend is not one who pushes himself or herself on you, but who allows you to 
be drawn in, for you to come as you please.  Their being and their presence around you is like an 
invitation to connect. But not a pressure or an expectation… 




One of the worst things we’ve done to Judaism in 2,000 years of exile is we’ve transformed the 
invitation to connect and unite with HaShem, and with nature, and with family, and with the world, and 
with people — and we’ve corrupted that invitation and turned into an imperative, into a “have to”, into 
a “you must”.  


But nobody likes to be in a “you must” relationship.  

It’s not a relationship anymore — it’s just a ‘have to’. 


The best relationships are the ones which are an ever-open invitation. The people we know with whom 
we can show up in the middle of the night and knock on their door, and they’d still be happy to see us!  
(Even if they might be a little groggy and confused as to why we’re showing up in the middle of the 
night!)    But the love and the invitation of the heart is always wide open, and those are our best 
friends. 


And it’s that way with HaShem, too. 

It’s that way with Torah. 

It’s not a “have to”

It’s a “want to” 

It’s a “meaningful to”

But it’s not a “have to”


If it was a “have to”, well, God would be striking everyone with lightning who’s not doing what the 
Good Book says!!  But God’s not striking people with lightning… 


When we look around the world, both within the Jewish community and in the wider world of Faith, a 
lot of people are doing a lot of things differently, and living a lot of different ways.  And yet they’re 
blessed with a lot of blessing.  


Because it’s actually not a “have to” world. 

It’s a “want to” world. 


 

It’s interesting that in technology we talk about push technology and pull technology.  Pull brings it in. 
Push pushes it out. When we run during the six days of the week, a lot of times we look at the world 
very aggressively, seeking to grab at certain things and reach certain objectives.  And it’s like the 
difference between the way an adult and a young person relates to the Internet…


Adults go online to get specific information. They look at the online-world from an upside-down funnel. 
From the wide end to the narrow end. And they’re scanning through their “sitescope" for that 
information which interests them, which feeds them, which fulfills what they want right now.  It kind of 
sounds good but in a sense it’s not so good. We’ll understand in a minute.  And so when they go 



online, they’re looking for the news, the weather, some sports scores, some information, a recipe, 
whatever.  And they get their information and they get off the Web. 


But a young person goes on and they surf the Web for hours and hours. They click on links. They hop 
around. They’ve got the funnel with the wide end outwards and the narrow end in their mouth. They’re 
drinking in the world. They’re not coming at the world for “what do I need right now?”  Their journey is 
openminded…


And the thing about Being in the Now is it’s less about ‘what do I need’, and it’s more about ‘what’s 
presenting itself to me in this moment’.  And that’s the Big Secret, because it seems like a 
contradiction.  But one of the Great Secrets of Life, of course, is that you haven’t touched the Truth of 
an idea until it starts to contradict itself.  When you start talking about ideas and they’re contradicting 
themselves left and right and they get all confusing, now you know you’re getting really close to the 
Truth. Now you know you’re talking about what’s Most Real. 


But the thing about Being in the Now is it’s not a “coming at” thing. 

It’s not: “What do I want right now?”  

It’s: “What is the world whispering to me right now?” 

What is life offering me right now? 

What is the world telling me right now? 


And the whole Secret of Choice in life is not making a million choices. It’s actually one choice in life.  It 
is the to choose to live coming at life, or to choose to live responsively to life.  It is to choose to come 
out on stage banging your bongos and ignoring everything around you, or to choose to open up your 
ears and being able to close your eyes and to hear and to feel and to vibrate off the symphony around 
you, and then slowly pick up your instrument — the instrument of you — and start playing along.  

At first, one note at a time… 

And the next thing you know, you’re leading the jam, solo center stage, and everybody’s playing along 
with you! 

But it’s happening because you’re playing along with everybody. 

You’re in harmony…


WOW!!

A world where everyone is the solo, 

and yet everyone is the supporting orchestra at the same time. 


Shemittah is about letting go.  And Shabbat’s really about letting go.  And really, every morning you 
need to let go, and look outside the window, and look and look at each tree and each thing. 

But then you’ve got to pull your eyes back and widen them out. 




Make them like a giant giant Spiritual bowl, and let the world fall into your eyes, rather than looking out 
at the world and each object specifically. 


And if you can learn to do that—to look out at the world and then pull back and make yourself like a 
Bowl of Light, and let the world and everything you’re seeing fall into your eyes, so that your eyes 
aren’t focused on any one thing but literally just widened out and everything falls into you — I promise 
you that you’ll be able to see HaShem vibrating in the world!

You’ll feel Him… 


It won’t be a knowledge like, “Oh! So now I know how to add 5,079 squared to the fourth power!” 

It will be more like the “Aha!” of true love. 

The feeling a parent feels the first time they hold their baby after their baby is born. 

The feeling of a sunset or a thunderstorm. 

When that deepest part of you, the most beautiful part of you, the most intuitive part of you stirs, 
comes alive and just tingles. 


And you’ll feel that if you can learn to pull your eyes back and let the world fall into your eyes, instead 
of staring at, staring out and grabbing visually one thing at a time from the world. 


On Shabbat we let go of ourselves.  But on Shemittah we let go of the world.  Because the World is 
alive.  And the energy that is in us is really in everything around us.  So we let the world rest… 


And on Yovel we give everything back to everybody.  Everything goes back to its rightful owner. 
Because life is not about possession. It’s not about “the one who acquires the most toys wins the 
game”.  It’s about “the one who managed to connect with the most real things..” — that’s the one who 
wins the game!  And everything I acquired and everything I achieved, on Yovel I realize the highest 
thing in the world I could ever do is just give it all back. It’s the ultimate letting go. 


On Yom Kippur I become like an Angel in Heaven because I let go of my body.  But on Yovel I become 
an Angel on Earth, because I’m very much in my body, and I still let go of everything material.  I stop 
holding on… 


And the Big Secret of Life is that when a person lives in The Now they know that there’s nothing to 
hold on to.  You don’t have to hold on.  Because the Flow, the Song of The Now, it’s playing all around 
you.  And when you connect to it, you can really get to the level where it’s playing through you, too. 
And when you become in harmony with the Song, you realize that on the deepest level the Song really 
plays itself.  



We never lost Gan Eden. 

We never lost the Garden of Eden. 

We just got out of tune with it. 


And the Highest Choice in the world is not making a million choices, and it’s not about grabbing the 
blessing or grabbing tomorrow or tearing ourselves up over yesterday. 

The highest choice in the world is to choose to be in harmony with the Song. 


To let go of the idea that I need to choose everything, and realize that the Highest Choice is that I don’t 
actually need to choose — other than to choose to be. 


And to choose to be in The Now. 


And to realize that I live in the Garden of Eden. 


That life is a paradise, and that the only reason it ever got so hard was because I was holding on too 
tight.  I was too worried about tomorrow and yesterday and everything I thought I needed. 


Until I discovered the amazing blessing of NOW.






